ABSTRACT. Progress in theory and in tokamak experiments leads to questions of the optimal development path for commercial tokamak power plants. The economic prospects of future designs are compared for several tokamak operating modes: (high poloidal beta) first stability, second stability and reverse shear. Using a simplified economic model and selecting uniform engineering performance parameters, this comparison emphasizes the different physics characteristics -stability and noninductive current drive -of the various equilibria. The reverse shear mode of operation is shown to offer the lowest cost of electricity for future power plants.
INTRODUCTION
The development path to economical and environmentally attractive electric power generation from fusion is fraught with innumerable options and difficult choices. Our study is devoted to steady state tokamaks and focuses on plasma physics issues which will strongly affect the economic attractiveness of future power plants. Specifically, we emphasize the desire to achieve compact power plants with high 'mass power density' (MPD) as well as low circulating power (high Q E ). We define MPD as the ratio of net electric power to the grid divided by the total mass of the fusion power core; Q E , the engineering power gain, is the ratio of plant gross electric power production to circulating power for sustaining operations. In tokamaks these characteristics are contrary, since MPD generally decreases as Q E increases; the most economical operating point represents a compromise between extremes of these two parameters. Our major finding, however, derives from a comparison of several MHD equilibrium options proposed for advanced tokamaks: it is evident from this work that the reverse shear mode of operation is the primary candidate which offers a significant economic advantage compared to other configurations under consideration at present, because the reverse shear tokamak may simultaneously achieve relatively high MPD and large Q E .
In order to clarify the relative standing of various MHD equilibrium alternatives we keep most tokamak power plant design features constant in this comparison. Thus, the geometry (aspect ratio, plasma elongation and triangularity) is fixed, engineering features (neutron energy multiplication, peak magnetic field, inboard blanket/shield thickness, current drive electric-to-RF efficiency, plant thermal-toelectric power conversion efficiency) are not varied, and economic factors (unit costs, plant availability, indirect costs, etc.) are held constant. Since we intend to compare the performance of different steady state equilibria -a question dealing with plasma physics issues of MHD stability and current drive -it is appropriate to use relatively simple engineering and economic modelling, which reduces the complexity of power plant design to algorithms involving a rather small number of parameters. As an example, the economic model depends on a certain parameter, the unit cost of the fusion power core, U FPC . The core of a fusion power plant would, of course, be built with thousands of components, each made of various materials, with often sophisticated fabrication techniques; a detailed cost accounting of such an elaborate facility is obviously speculative. Instead, the parameter U FPC , taken as US $145/kg in this study, represents a highly aggregated accounting of the cost of the overall fusion power core. Despite the simplistic appearance of this model, it adequately serves our needs: (1) the stated value of U FPC agrees very closely (±2%) with our detailed systems code ('bottom-up') cost studies [1] of several commercial power plants; (2) the parameter U FPC mostly serves to weight the fusion power core cost relative to the balance of plant; and (3) the value of U FPC is kept constant across all designs.
This simplified engineering-economic approach permits a graphic comparison of the economic competitiveness of the advanced MHD equilibria. We aim to minimize the cost of electricity (COE), and this COE, by our analysis, depends predominantly on only two variables, Q E and MPD. Our results show how to minimize the COE by selecting an optimum balance between Q E and MPD; and the reverse shear equilibrium clearly emerges as the most attractive option. We caution that our results should be interpreted as representing mainly the relative economic potential offered among various advanced tokamak equilibria; it may be misleading to assign actual values (mill · kW −1 · h −1 ) to the COE curves (e.g. in an attempt to compare advanced tokamaks with fission plants).
ADVANCED TOKAMAK PHYSICS
Two physics issues dominate our considerations. First, in order to maximize MPD, the fusion power density, averaged over the plasma volume, should be high, which means that the plasma beta should be maximized. Second, for steady state operation, if Q E is to be maximized, the circulating power for the current drive must be minimized; this goal is achieved with low toroidal current equilibria and by optimizing the bootstrap current contribution, thereby minimizing the non-inductive seed current for the bootstrap effect. Other advanced tokamak performance features -good energy confinement and impurity controlare more difficult to quantitatively predict at present; these requirements will simply be monitored in the power balance calculations we present.
Equilibrium options
Five steady state equilibria are examined, corresponding to five different modes of tokamak operation. Three are in the first, and two are in the second stability regime. These equilibria can be distinguished by the global parameters, β, β N , q * and β p , and also by the shapes of their pressure profiles, p(ψ), and safety factors, q(ψ). We define (toroidal) beta as β ≡ 2µ 0p /B 2 0 , where B 0 is the vacuum toroidal field at the major radius (R 0 ), p is the plasma pressure, and a bar refers to the volume average; the normalized beta is
where I 0 is the toroidal current in the plasma; the dimensionless (inverse) plasma current is represented by q * ≡ (2πR
, where, for D shaped plasmas of elongation κ, the shape factor is S ∼ = [(1 + κ 2 )/2] 1/2 and the poloidal beta is
). In ideal MHD equilibrium, the pressure and the safety factor are functions of the normalized poloidal flux ψ; we denote their values at the magnetic axis by, respectively, p 0 and q 0 . For comparison, Table I lists the five equilibria of our study. The plasma geometry is fixed for all cases with aspect ratio A = 4.0, elongation κ = 1.8 m and triangularity d = 0.5.
The three equilibria in the first stability regime, all with β N = 3.1, have monotonic safety factors (dq/dψ > 0 everywhere). They are denoted by SD (standard driven, q 0 = 1.07), AI (ARIES I, q 0 = 1.46) and HP (high poloidal beta, q 0 = 1.91). These equilibria do not require a close fitting conducting shell to stabilize external kink modes. In Fig. 1 , these three equilibria fall on the hyperbola (Aβ/S 2 )(
2 at a constant value β N = 3.1. The HP case represents a low current design option with low circulating power (large Q E ), while the SD option represents the high beta (large MPD) extreme; AI is similar to the ARIES I design [2] , which was a compromise between these opposing trends [3] . As we will show, the three cases have bootstrap current contributions which increase with β p .
An alternative expression for the beta limit of tokamaks is
The external kink mode ( Fig. 1) imposes the stability requirement q * > ∼ 2.0 so that very high beta is not attainable simply by means of increasing I 0 . However, steady state current drive offers a means of controlling the current density and safety factor profiles [4] , and this permits β N to increase beyond first stability limits. Both of the equilibria in Table I with large β N , SS (second stability) and RS (reverse shear) assume that a conducting shell is close to the plasma boundary (at a shell radius divided by the plasma minor radius of r s = 1.25). This shell is effective at stabilizing the ideal external kink modes, thus allowing the pressure profile to be optimized for ballooning stability. The SS case has q(ψ) > ∼ 2 everywhere, enabling the entire plasma region to be in the second regime of stability [5] to ballooning modes, and yields β N = 5.9. Figure 2 schematically illustrates how SS differs from the first stability candidates: stability is achieved for a large range of poloidal betas when q(ψ) is monotonic, provided q 0 > ∼ 2.0 and for q * > ∼ 4.5. Although the second stability regime was originally believed to access large beta values, it was found in the ARIES II study [6] that this regime does not substantially improve the economic prospects of tokamaks over first stability. There are two reasons for this: First, ballooning stability limitations force the pressure profile to be relatively narrow (for monotonic safety factors) and, combined with the requirement that q(ψ) > ∼ 2 everywhere, the plasma current is low (q * is high); so the resulting beta turns out to be only slightly larger than first stability values. Second, the large β p /A associated with SS can actually lead to excessive bootstrap current and a need to supply reverse current drive to maintain a stable current density profile. The resulting economic penalty is severe, as shown in Section 4.
The RS case is actually a hybrid configuration [7, 8] with the core in the second stability regime and with the region outside the minimum q location (ψ m ) in the first stability regime. It utilizes a non-monotonic safety factor which decreases from its value at the magnetic axis (q 0 ) to a minimum, q m , in the plasma and then rises to a maximum at the plasma edge. The zone with dq/dψ < 0, between the axis and ψ m , allows for complete ballooning stability. The presence of the minimum in q, where dq/dψ = 0, causes the external kink mode structure to shift to this location, bringing the plasma displacements closer to the conducting shell and making the shell more effective. The hallmark of the RS option is that a high current (low q * ) equilibrium is possible at high β N . By Eq. (1), this results in high beta, as shown in Fig. 1 . The target RS equilibrium for this study (Table I ) has q 0 = 2.84, q m = 2.55, q * = 2.36 and β N = 5.16; consequently, β = 5.8%, which is considerably larger than for the other equilibria. Moreover, the non-monotonic shape of q(ψ) results from a current density profile which is close to the natural shape of the bootstrap current profile, allowing good alignment. As shown below, the bootstrap effect can provide nearly all the required current density for the RS equilibrium. Note that the RS equilibrium, like the other equilibria in Table I , has only been tested for ideal MHD stability; however, the concern for resistive instabilities like the double tearing mode can be minimized by selecting q(ψ) to limit such modes to high order for the RS equilibrium (e.g., m/n = 8/3; see Fig. 6 (f)).
Bootstrap and RD current drive
For each of the five candidate equilibria a selfconsistent calculation of steady state radiofrequency (RF) current drive (RFCD) power requirements was performed; the RFCD power (P CD ) in each case is found for two density profile extremes, over a range of volume averaged electron temperatures,T e . Previous experience showed us thatT e > ∼Ti in plasma power balance calculations for commercial plants, and we set the ratio of peak temperatures at a value typical of those results, T e0 /T i0 = 1.07. The impurity ion content for the RFCD calculation is composed of a nominal moderate Z component (fully stripped vanadium, n v /n d = 0.12%) plus an alpha particle fraction which increases with temperature,
1.74 , this being a fit to a large number of power balance runs for which the effective alpha particle confinement time is ten times the ion energy confinement time, τ * p = 10τ E i . Over the range 6 < ∼Te (keV) < ∼ 25 this results in Z eff ∼ = 1.6-1.7 and a ratio of electron to total ion density of Z av ≡ n e /n i ∼ = 1.1-1.2. In the calculations of P CD , we also account for the fact that part of the pressure is due to non-thermalized alpha particles; we set this fast alpha pressure to be a constant fraction of the thermal pressure at the magnetic axis, p fα0 /p th0 = 0.10, which is typical of the results from detailed slowing down and particle balance calculations for Z eff > ∼ 1.6, over a wide range of central temperatures. The fast alpha pressure fraction decreases away from the axis, becoming negligible for plasma temperatures less than about 5 keV.
The current drive calculation starts with a target MHD stable equilibrium (having the features given in Table I ). The density profile generally takes the form n(ψ) = n 0 (1 − ψ δn ) αn ; except on occasion a small edge ('pedestal') modification is introduced. The plasma temperature profile is inferred from the thermal pressure profile (p th ≡ p − p fα ), T (ψ) = p th (ψ)/n(ψ), these relationships holding for each particle species. First, the flux surface averaged bootstrap current density [4, 9] is computed:
. This is compared to the required current density j B / B 2 for the target equilibrium, and an RF power spectrum is selected in order that RFCD should create a current profile
The numerically obtained profile H + G does not exactly duplicate the target j B / B 2 since a finite number of rays are used in the RFCD ray tracing subroutine. Instead, the profile H + G is used to determine an updated equilibrium; and the current drive and MHD calculations are iterated, as detailed in Ref. [10] . All RFCD calculations we report are numerically stable, the equilibrium typically converging in fewer than six iterations. A converged equilibrium as generated by the selected RFCD spectrum is accepted and considered as being MHD stable if its key parameters are within 2% of their initial values as given in Table I . For example, the series of SS equilibria computed have a range β N = 5.83-5.90 and β = 3.39-3.46%. In addition, we required the RS series to have the minimum safety factors closely match (±2%) the stable target values (q m = 2.55 at ψ m = 0.69). 
iterations, to the initial (solid) target function j B / B
2 for the HP equilibrium. In contrast to Ref. [10] , the present code uses much improved bootstrap and RFCD models. The bootstrap current density (chain dashed in Fig. 3(a) ) is computed from the Hirshman-Sigmar theory [11, 12] with explicit velocity space integration to account for collisionality effects and flux surface integration to accurately find the trapped particle fraction on each surface. The RFCD routine uses the formula in Ref. [13] to include the magnetic trapping effect which reduces RFCD efficiency for low phase speed waves. The RFCD calculation employs as many as three types of wave. In all cases, a low frequency fast wave (LFFW) provides the seed current near the magnetic axis. This wave, as exemplified in Fig. 3(c) , is launched at the outboard boundary from an antenna spanning roughly one metre in poloidal extent, and the ray trajectories pass through the plasma centre. The frequency of the LFFW (typically, ∼80 MHz) is chosen to place the ω = 2Ω d resonance just outside the low field edge of the plasma; for A = 4.0, this places the tritium cyclotron harmonic ω = 2Ω t well inboard of the axis, with the result that the LFFW deposits most of its power on electrons in a single pass through the plasma. An additional, more strongly damped wave is usually needed to provide RFCD at mid-minor radius (e.g., forψ ≡ 1 − ψ in the range 0.40 to 0.85 in Fig. 3(a) ). The present work uses a high frequency fast wave (HFFW) at a high harmonic of the ion cyclotron frequency (ω ∼ 15Ω i ) for this role [14] . (For off-axis RFCD, a number of potential schemes can be considered, namely, the HFFW, mode conversion of fast waves to ion Bernstein waves (MCCD) [15] , minority heating current drive [16] and electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) [17] . None of these is sufficiently developed at present to warrant a definitive selection. The HFFW is used here for ease of computation, but it may be viewed as a surrogate for some other, possibly more realistic, RFCD method.) Finally, near the plasma surface the lower hybrid (LH) slow wave (at ∼4.6 GHz) is ideal for RFCD [14] ; its depth of penetration is, however, strictly limited by the usual density accessibility constraint.
We exploit several degrees of freedom in order to minimize P CD : the poloidal spatial distribution of LFFW antenna power is adjustable, and for the HFFW and LH waves, the power spectra with respect to the toroidal index of refraction at the edge, P (n ), are also adjustable. For the converged solution the toroidal current density profile in the midplane (see, for example, Fig. 3 structure due to the limited number of ray trajectories employed, but the safety factor ( Fig. 3(d) ) and the pressure profile agree closely with the target HP equilibrium. Figure 3 illustrates the RFCD result with R 0 = 5.6 m for a flat density profile (n e = 1.41 × 10 20 m −3 , n e0 /n e = 1.12) with T e = 11.0 keV (T e0 = 28.5 keV). P CD was minimized with P LFFW = 26.3 MW, P HFFW = 31.7 MW and P LH = 48.3 MW, so P CD = 106.3 MW. Of the launched power, less than 10 MW is absorbed on ions. The figure of merit needed for our economic analysis is the bootstrap aided current drive efficiency:
wheren e is in units of 10 20 m −3 , I 0 in megamps, R 0 in metres and P CD in megawatts. The case in Fig. 3 has I 0 = 7.16 MA; hence, γ B = 0.53.
Note that the bootstrap current in general may be a large portion of the total I 0 . Integration of H(ψ) provides a quantity, I B , which is the toroidal component of the plasma current due to the bootstrap effect, and f B ≡ I B /I 0 , the bootstrap fraction, is a parameter of some usefulness to our discussion. Figure 3 is qualitatively similar to all first stability equilibria, with H(ψ) everywhere less than, or equal to, the equilibrium j B / B 2 and with f B < ∼ 0.8. Extensive RFCD calculations were done for various plasma temperatures, and we find that f B is nearly constant forT e ∼ =Ti > ∼ 6 keV (the plasma being mostly in the banana regime). However, γ B does increase, approximately linearly, withT e ; this is because the RFCD efficiency that determines G(ψ) increases with T e for optimal wave phase speeds. This is shown by the curves in Fig. 4 .
An important issue for our comparison study is the increase of f B with β p /A, as illustrated by the three curves in Fig. 4(a) . For the SD, AI and HP equilibrium sequences with increasing β p /A (Table I) , the bootstrap current density supplies (for flat density profiles with δ n = 1.0 and α n = 0.1) f B ∼ = 0.38, 0.53 and 0.67, respectively, so that less P CD is needed to provide the complementary seed current. Thus, γ B increases with β p /A for first stability equilibria.
It is also well known that f B increases with the density gradient of the confined plasma. For our calculations, we consider both rather flat densities (n 0 /n ∼ = 1.1), typical of ELM free H mode profiles, as well as more peaked densities (n 0 /n ∼ = 1.5), such as are observed in L mode, grassy ELM H mode and RS experiments. For the pressure profiles in Table I , these density profiles represent bounds on n 0 /n that might reasonably be expected in future tokamaks. The SD, AI and HP equilibria with peaked density profiles (δ n = 1.0 and α n = 0.45) have, respectively, f B ∼ = 0.45, 0.65 and 0.81, and, comparing Fig. 4(b) with Fig. 4(a) , the γ B parameter accordingly increases for first stability equilibria. The limiting shapes of the flat and peaked density profiles n(ψ) and the corresponding T (ψ) profiles are similar to those shown in Fig. 5 for the SS operating mode.
For SS equilibria, since β p /A is so large (Table I) , the function H(ψ) may locally exceed the required equilibrium current density, with f B > ∼ 1. As shown in Fig. 5 , such equilibria need both forward and reverse RFCD in order to duplicate the stable current density. The excess bootstrap current density on the outer flux surfaces is particularly unwanted since it is inefficient to generate RF current density there, where the local T e is small and magnetic trapping is large [13] . The requisite P CD is so large for the SS case that γ B is no better than the values found for the SD equilibrium! It is clear that the parameter f B by itself is not an adequate figure of merit when the current profiles are poorly aligned, as noted upon inspection of Fig. 5 . The flat density profile has f B ∼ = 1.20, while the peaked density has f B ∼ = 1.49, but the effect of increasing H(ψ) is to simply replace some underdriven with overdriven current density. As is shown in Fig. 4(c) , the density profile has little influence on γ B for SS.
A final parameter affecting f B is the ratio q * /q 0 , which ranges from 2.1 to 2.3 for the first stability and SS equilibria. Figure 3(a) shows that first stability current density profiles require substantial RFCD near the axis, a shortcoming which could be alleviated if q 0 were raised without raising q * (which, by Eq. (1), determines beta). In contrast, the SS cases in Fig. 5 would benefit if q * could be reduced without reducing q 0 . Because of their non-monotonic q(ψ) profiles, the RS class of equilibria do in fact accomplish the desired reduction in q * /q 0 ; Fig. 6 illustrates two cases in which the bootstrap H(ψ) provides a good fit to the equilibrium RS current density. The left hand case, with a somewhat arbitrary but mild density gradient (n 0 /n ∼ = 1.17), has f B = 0.78. The other case is more peaked (n 0 /n ∼ = 1.37) and has been slightly refined to match H(ψ) more exactly to the equilibrium, even including a small edge density pedestal; for this idealized density profile, f B = 0.90. Especially important is the good H(ψ) match to the target equilibrium on the outer flux surfaces where RFCD is inefficient. This results (Fig. 4(d) ) in relatively large γ B for the RS equilibria.
Plasma power balance
UsingT e as a parameter, a series of power balance calculations were done with the TRAC code [18] for the five equilibria with both flat and peaked densities. This code begins with an accurate fixed boundary equilibrium, averages the plasma profiles and determines the requisite energy confinement time to achieve a zero dimensional power balance, in which the plasma is heated by DT generated alpha particles plus the injected power, P CD (=n e I 0 R 0 /γ B ), needed for steady state operation. Electron and ion energy confinement times are taken to be equal, τ E e = τ E i ; and the plasma impurities are the nominal vanadium (Section 2.2) and the actual alpha particle density, computed with τ * p = 10τ E i . On the basis of many RFCD calculations we set the ion heating to be a small fraction (5%) of the total RF input power.
The TRAC calculation determines the tokamak major radius and neutron wall load required in order to provide a net electric power to the grid, P E = 1000 MW, subject to the engineering constraints given below. Plasma performance is monitored asT e is varied, and the required τ E i may be compared to empirical predictions of plasma transport for future large tokamaks (Section 4).
POWER PLANT ENGINEERING
High MPD is made possible by achieving a high fusion power density with a compact, high pressure plasma. Since the plasma's fusion power density is roughly proportional to β 2 B 4 0 , we need a large magnetic field as well as a high beta. We choose the peak magnetic field strength (at the inboard leg of the toroidal field coil) to be B M = 13 T, a value deemed possible with superconducting technology within the near future. Even higher fields, B M = 16-21 T, may be feasible with further development efforts [1, 2, 6] , which would improve the economic appeal of all tokamak designs; however, our main goal is only to compare the relative COE potential offered by advanced equilibria.
The field on-axis is lower than the peak field,
, so it is essential to minimize the inboard distance, ∆ i , between the plasma surface and the toroidal coil. The total distance, ∆ i , is composed of vacuum (scrape-off) and various blanket and shield components. We set ∆ i = 1.35 m, which should be possible [6] for power plants using liquid lithium breeder/coolant and a vanadium alloy structure in the blanket [19, 20] . We select two other important performance parameters based on such advanced blanket technology; this blanket operates at a relatively high temperature, allowing a thermalto-electric power conversion efficiency of η TH = 0.46. Detailed neutronics calculations of specific designs prompt us to specify the blanket neutron energy multiplication factor as M n = 1.207.
Another engineering parameter, the electric-to-RF power conversion efficiency, η CD , has a strong bearing on the COE. For the RFCD equilibria calculated in Section 2.2, we assume an aggressive development programme will deliver efficiencies [21] as follows: LFFW at 78%, HFFW at 63% and LH at 46%. The combined efficiency of the RF system is weighted by the relative contributions of the three wave types to the equilibrium and varied between 0.51 and 0.74. As a rule, η CD is larger for peaked density profiles than for flat densities. In view of the small variation in η CD computed for our equilibria, for the economic analysis we simply stipulate a constant value in all cases, which is taken to be η CD = 0.62.
During steady operation a fusion power plant produces a gross (total) electric power of [1, 2] 
The terms in brackets are, respectively, the neutron power (including blanket multiplication), the 'alpha particle transport power' liberated as radiation and particle losses to plasma facing surfaces NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol. 38, No. 1 (1998) (about one quarter of the virgin neutron power), and the power, P CD , injected for RFCD. The final term in this expression is very small (P pump = 0.01 P ET and η pump = 0.9) and represents partial recovery of the coolant pumping power. Part of the gross electric power is recirculated for RFCD and to maintain plant operations:
with P AUX = 0.04 P ET for plant auxiliaries. The net electric power supplied to the utility grid is thus
In the desirable case of negligible P CD , we find, from Eqs (4) and (5), P C → 52.6 MW, an irreducible minimum needed for cryogenics, coolant pumping and other items. An admirable goal for steady state RFCD might thus be (P CD /η CD ) < ∼ 53 MW, or P CD < ∼ 33 MW, in order for RFCD to have a minimal impact on the COE. On the other hand, plasma heating of order 50 MW may be necessary so as to provide thermally stable operation.
The following economic analysis uses the ratio Q E ≡ P ET /P C , the engineering power gain, as a figure of merit [22] . For our design criteria the limiting value (for P CD = 0) is Q E → 20.
The other principal engineering figure of merit, the mass power density (P E divided by the fusion power core mass), can only be approximately determined for the power plants we study, because of our simplified level of analysis. However, specific plant designs done with more detailed systems studies [1, 20] show a strong linear correlation between MPD and W n , the surface averaged neutron wall load. For tokamak power plants with B M ≤ 16.0 T, the superconducting magnets always constitute a small fraction of the total fusion power core mass, and, for the lithium/vanadium blanket technology, we find the ratio MPD/W n = (30 kW/tonne)/(MW/m 2 ), with little variation from a constant over 1.0 ≤ W n (MW/m 2 ) ≤ 5.0; our analysis infers the MPD by applying this ratio to the W n calculated for power balance in the TRAC runs.
In the economic analysis, both Q E and MPD are calculated asT e is varied for each of the equilibria. An additional engineering challenge is how to remove the plasma transport power incident on the diverter surfaces. This difficult problem is obviously beyond the scope of the present study, but we do compute for each design point a simple ratio of the diverted power divided by an approximate diverter surface area: where D = (1.25 m) −1 . The value of the constant D was chosen such that W d agrees with the peak heat flux reported for the ARIES I, double null diverter design [2] . Since P diff = 0.25 P n + P CD − P rad , where P rad is the power uniformly radiated to the first wall, we see that P diff and W d will be large when P CD is large (low Q E ). Conversely, highT e operation increases the radiation from bremsstrahlung, which lowers both P diff and W d .
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
The calculation of the COE of each design point is achieved by using the costing algorithms described in detail in Ref. [22] . This economic model finds that Q E and MPD are the primary variables determining COE, but there are secondary inputs that exert a smaller influence. As was stated in Section 1, the U FPC value affects COE. (At Q E = 5.0 and MPD = 100 kW/tonne, we observe that the COE increases by 42% as U FPC doubles from $100/kg to $200/kg; we choose a constant U FPC = $145/kg as a reasonable value in our analysis.) The RFCD system, a pivotal component of steady state tokamaks, is costed separately from the fusion power core and is assigned a unit cost [21] U HTG = $2.00/W, where the denominator is the power, P CD , injected into the plasma.
The physics, engineering and unit cost parameters discussed to this point provide sufficient information to determine the unit direct capital cost, UDC (dollars per watt to the grid), for the power plant. The actual COE further depends on a great number of operating and financial parameters: plant capacity factor and economic lifetime, operation and maintenance costs, decontamination and decommissioning escrow charges, interest paid on borrowed money and sundry indirect costs. We have selected typical values for these inputs such that the ratio COE/UDC = (34 mill · kW −1 · h −1 )/($/W); this value agrees well (±7%) with the computed ratio found for a variety of tokamak power plants using a more refined systems code [1] . Nevertheless, the ratio COE/UDC may be viewed as an arbitrary multiplier for our analysis, and it has no bearing on the relative economic attractiveness of advanced tokamak equilibria. In addition to Ref. [22] , general descriptions of fusion power plant economic modelling are available in Refs [23] [24] [25] . We have studied the sensitivity of the COE to variations in parameters other than Q E and MPD, and we find that the constant COE contours (Figs 7 to 11) the relative merits of the different operating modes is given below in Section 4.8, where the important tokamak parameters, R 0 , I 0 , and P CD , are explicitly given for several designs in this study.) Figure 7 shows the COE variation of the SD equilibrium asT e is varied. For a given density profile, the locus of MP-Q E points traces a curve that crosses contours of constant COE. The results displayed illustrate a general conclusion for all steady state power plant equilibria: a plasma temperature somewhere in the range 10 < ∼Te (keV) < ∼ 20 results in the minimum COE, the actual optimumT e depending on the equilibrium and the density profile. The variation of MPD and Q E withT e is easily explained. Fusion reactivity and power density decrease monotonically (for a given plasma pressure) asT e increases above about 7 keV [18] , leading to larger machines and lower MPD. Conversely, as shown by Fig. 4 , the function γ B increases withT e ; this, coupled with the decrease inn e with risingT e (at constant plasma pressure), means that P CD (=n e I 0 R 0 /γ B ) is decreasing and Q E is increasing while going to highT e . Only at temperatures substantially above 20 keV does the increase of R 0 and I 0 withT e tend to set an upper limit to Q E . (We note that pulsed tokamaks, unlike steady state power plants, are not burdened by the RFCD power requirement, and they would tend to optimize [18] at lower temperatures, 6 < ∼Te (keV) < ∼ 10, where fusion reactivity and MPD maximize.)
Optimum temperature selection

Density profile effect
Density profiles in large tokamaks will be governed by fuelling techniques and particle transport physics which cannot be predicted with certainty at present. So, for each equilibrium studied, we consider both flat and moderately peaked densities, and the COE can confidently be expected to fall in the range between the extremes. As shown in Figs 7 to 11, the peaked densities invariably result in lower COE than flat profiles. In all cases, there is a subtle effect contributing to this result: for a given pressure and volume averagedT e , a peaked density profile hasn e about 20% smaller than a flat density, leading to somewhat smaller P CD and larger Q E at the same MPD. More significantly, with the exception of the SS equilibrium, we recall from Fig. 4 that γ B generally increases for more peaked densities, resulting in substantially higher Q E at a givenT e .
Diverter heat flux
The COE plots indicate with solid symbols values of W d in excess of 10 MW/m
2 . An engineering design goal might be to achieve W d less than 10 MW/m 2 , as indicated by open symbols. Generally, W d is smaller in large machines (MPD < ∼ 60 kW/tonne), with a sufficiently large major radius to spread the heat load, or in tokamaks with P CD < ∼ 150 MW (Q E > ∼ 4.5), since low values of P CD reduce the power, P diff , transported to the diverter. Figure 8 illustrates how, for a given equilibrium, higherT e leads to lower W d . Consider, for example, the AI case with a flat profile: the design points atT e = 16, 19 and 22 keV have, respectively, W d = 10.6, 9.27 and 8.13 MW/m 2 . Since the COE is similar for all cases it is preferable to select T e ∼ = 22 keV as the best choice since the diverter engineering is more easily manageable. This reasoning guided the choice of a high temperature,T e = 20 keV, for the ARIES I design [2] , even though a lower temperature would have provided a higher MPD and a slightly lower COE. HigherT e offers still lower W d (e.g. 6.92 MW/m 2 at the 26 keV point in Fig. 8 ), but the COE starts to increase significantly. Of course, our variable W d is only a crude means of quantifying diverter heat loads, and a specific design would need a more elaborate analysis.
Optimum poloidal beta in first stability
The three first stability equilibria in Fig. 1 and Table I all have β N = 3.1, but β decreases as β p increases. Comparing Figs 7, 8 and 9 shows that, for a fixedT e and a given density profile, the MPD decreases as β decreases, while Q E increases as β p increases. What is interesting is to compare the minimum COE for the three equilibria: in all cases a flat density results in nearly the same COE, whereas, for a peaked density, there is a slight cost advantage for the intermediate case. These results validate the choice of equilibrium (β p /A = 0.54, q 0 = 1.3, n 0 /n = 1.39) made for ARIES I [2] .
It is also evident that, as β p /A increases, W d is reduced (e.g. the flat density HP case withT e = 15 keV has W d = 7.37 MW/m 2 ). Another advantage of higher poloidal beta is that the current, I 0 , and stored magnetic energy are smaller for the temperature with minimum COE; so disruption damage may be less severe. (Also, experimentally it is often found that the disruption frequency decreases as q * is raised.)
Performance in second stability
The SS case in Table I has a beta value just a little lower than the SD equilibrium, and, since the fusion power density varies as β 2 , the MPD of SS is somewhat smaller than the SD result for any givenT e and density profile. This is borne out by Figs 7 and 10. This relatively low MPD is offset by the higher β N for SS; indeed, the design points in Fig. 10 have roughly half the toroidal current and thus a substantially higher Q E than the corresponding SD points. Comparing SS with the best first stability result (Fig. 8) , we find that SS offers a COE of about 80% of the best AI results for flat profiles and of 92% of the best AI case for peaked profiles. We caution that the SS designs may offer more severe engineering problems than some first stability options; for example,
2 for attractive AI and HP design points.
Energy confinement time
Although energy confinement scaling remains a contentious issue in tokamak design, it is interesting to note the variation of confinement needs for the various design points. For mere convenience, we compare the required τ . For each design point in our work we determine the ratio (τ E e /τ E 89P ) ≡ H, and in the COE plots we indicate 1.0 ≤ H < 2.0 by circles, 2.0 ≤ H < 3.0 by squares, and 3.0 ≤ H < 4.0 by inverted triangles. The ITER 89-P database consists of only L mode discharges; however, tokamaks operating in advanced confinement modes (e.g. H mode, internal transport barrier [27] , negative central shear [28] ) often show H values of two or more. Some of the best confinement results, H = 3.5, occur for weak negative shear discharges on DIII-D [29] . Figure 8 illustrates the typical variation of H values. At lowT e the RFCD input power is large (due to small γ B values), which results in strongly driven fusion plasmas which need only modest values of τ E e ; for our assumptions, a value of Q E = 1.78 corresponds to P CD ∼ = 725 MW, which equals the alpha heating power. However, higherT e operation increases the radiation power losses and reduces the RFCD power so that, as with ignited plasmas [18] , the required τ E e increases quickly. The role of toroidal current in confinement may further affect the design point optimization. The SS equilibria have relatively low I 0 values and may suffer on this account. The peaked density case in Fig. 10 atT e = 18 keV has only I 0 = 8.95 MA and requires H = 3.0, whereas the peaked AI case at the same Q E and MPD (T e = 11.5 keV) has I 0 = 12.5 MA and requires only H = 1.73. Comparing Figs 8 and 10 we clearly see that the minimum COE SS design needs a larger H value than the minimum COE results for first stability equilibria.
Performance with reversed shear
The COE values for the RS equilibrium, shown in Fig. 11 , are clearly the most attractive of all the cases considered. Because of the large β (Table I) , the RS results for MPD at a givenT e exceed those of all other equilibria; and, owing to the large γ B values (Fig. 4) , especially at largeT e , the RS points have exceptionally large Q E . We recall that the two dashed curves in the figure represent a range of density profiles. Comparing Fig. 11 to Fig. 8 , we see that in the worst case (flat density) the RD COE is 60% of the best first stability result, and for carefully tailored (peaked) density profiles the RS has a COE of 59% of the best first stability case. The diverter heat flux and H value of the optimal RS design falls between the first stability and the SS values: for the peaked density RS point atT e = 12 keV, W d = 8.46 MW/m 2 , H = 2.48, I 0 = 10.1 MA and P CD = 54 MW. This design point is an attractive, compact tokamak power plant with R 0 = 5.51 m and W n = 3.87 MW/m 2 .
It may be worth addressing the disruption characteristics of the RS mode. While the various precursor triggers of disruptions are not well understood it is thought that this MHD instability is often associated with a low safety factor. Our RS mode was carefully chosen with q * > 2.0 to avoid the external kink (Fig. 1) , and, as seen in Fig. 6(f) , the q(ψ) value is everywhere large (≥2.55). Compared to the first and second stability equilibria (Table I) , which have local values (at the axis) of the safety factor between 1.1 and 2.0, we speculate that the RS mode may be less prone to disruptions. Moreover, because of its relatively low toroidal current and small major radius (Fig. 12) , the RS tokamak has less stored magnetic energy than the first stability tokamaks and may suffer less disruption damage. 
Power plant characteristics (size, current drive power) for various operating modes
The economic analysis processes many intermediate variables and presents the operating mode choice in terms of a single figure of merit, the COE. This is particularly valuable for selecting the optimum T e , which minimizes the COE, but this approach obscures the significance of some of the physical parameters which determine the relative attractiveness of the several advanced equilibria. Figure 12 displays the important intermediate variables, R 0 , I 0 and P CD , and provides an alternative, intuitive explanation why the RS option is most desirable. Regardless of the density profile, the RS mode (circles) always has the smallest R 0 , compared to the SS and AI modes in the figure. Thus, for equal P E = 1000 MW, the RS option is more compact and has the least expensive fusion power core.
Low circulating power is the other obviously desirable characteristic of a commercial plant. Figure 12 shows that P CD is by far the lowest for the RS option if a tailored, peaked density can be achieved. In the event the RS plasma has an unfavourable density profile (open circles), its current drive power may exceed that of the best AI and SS performance; in such an event it is necessary to use an economic analysis to determine whether the relatively large P CD disadvantage of RS is offset by its higher MPD. Indeed, a comparison of Figs 8, 10 and 11 shows that even for the worst (flat) density profile the RS option promises a lower COE than the best (peaked density) first and second stability equilibria.
It is interesting to compare our results with the ITER design. Our AI result for peaked densities at T e = 13 keV is similar to the blanket test mode (BTM) for steady state ITER operation, outlined in Ref. [30] . As shown in Table II , these two tokamaks have nearly the same normalized beta and q * , as well as the same density and temperature profiles. With nearly identical operating points, the two machines have the same fusion power density in the plasma, and the average neutron wall load differs only by the different geometry selected for ITER (smaller A and κ, larger R 0 ). In terms of the plasma power balance,the AI case has a higher auxiliary heating power density (157 MW into a smaller plasma volume), which requires a smaller H value than for ITER.
Despite its larger size (R 0 I 0 ), the ITER-BTM needs less P CD than the AI option; this is because the ITER equilibrium featured a non-monotonic safety factor, of the RS type [30] , which has f B = 0.94 and γ B = 1.68, much larger than we achieved with AI current density profiles. The ITER result for γ B is in fact consistent with our own conclusions ( Fig. 4(d) ), which predict γ B in the range of 0.55 to 2.42 if an RS equilibrium is achieved. If the ITER designers were to take advantage of the higher β N possible with RS (as they did for the DEMO physics mode [30] ), the BTM performance might be achieved with a lower magnetic field. It is tempting to conclude that ITER could be designed at smaller R 0 and P CD (and built for less cost) if the parameters of RS operation were well demonstrated experimentally and accepted as a reliable physics design basis. This thought is suggested by Fig. 12 , which shows such advantages of the RS mode, compared to first stability and SS equilibria, for commercial power plants. However, such a line of reasoning is beyond the scope of this work: our study focuses on a single figure of merit, the COE of commercial power plants, whereas ITER must satisfy a variety of different goals (pulsed, ignited operation; steady state at W n ≥ 1.0 MW/m 2 ) and merits a conservative design philosophy which accommodates the uncertainties of the existing database.
CONCLUSIONS
The simplicity of the economic model [22] is both its weakness and its strength. In particular, the units assigned to the COE curves are only useful in comparing the relative attractiveness of different tokamak options and should not be taken literally. Real-world costs and credits associated with reliability, maintenance, safety and environmental issues now cannot be predicted with confidence. Likewise, future engineering advances will also affect the actual COE. (Specifically, B M ≥ 16 T could reduce COE significantly, compared to the results found here with 'ITER technology': B M = 13 T.)
Additional uncertainties arise with regard to certain plasma physics issues. Density (and temperature) profiles are difficult to predict in large steady state tokamaks, and the zero dimensional (profile averaged) power balance that we have performed is only an interim treatment until reliable plasma transport codes become available. By considering a range of density profiles we try to address this uncertainty. Another concern is the need to experimentally demonstrate off-axis RFCD; the HFFW was used for convenience in our calculations while some other means, such as MCCD or electron cyclotron current drive, may be more realistic for this purpose. Since the HFFW provides roughly a third of the injected P CD , an accurate calculation of γ B awaits a determination of the best driver technique. Similarly, the composite efficiency η CD is subject to some uncertainty until this issue is resolved. The strength of our simple economic analysis thus lies in our ability to focus on the question of comparing advanced MHD equilibria per se, examining each possibility with the same set of engineering and economic assumptions. One principal conclusion, assessing the first stability equilibria on the hyberbola β N = 3.1 in Fig. 1 , is that the minimum COE varies only slightly as β p is varied. For the limited fidelity of our simple costing model, this variation (Figs 7 to 9) may not be significant, and secondary considerations of diverter heat flux and energy confinement time may dominate the choice of an equilibrium. We note that first stability tokamaks are invariably large; for peaked profiles, R 0 ≥ 8 m at the minimum COE. The SS option offers a lower COE than the first stability, but MHD stability requires a highly conducting shell at r s = 1.25. Moreover, the diverter engineering (W d ) and required energy confinement (H value) may prove to be more demanding than the best first stability results.
The gradient of the COE contours flattens at large MPD and high Q E ; in this upper right corner of the plots the fusion power core and the RFCD system are sufficiently small for the balance of plant (turbine-generator, site infrastructure) to start dominating the COE. The RS equilibrium pushes furthest into this desirable region of economic parameters, and we see that the minimum COE for RS is substantially lower than for the other four candidates, for any density profile. The RS case also needs a conducting wall at r s = 1.25, and plasma rotation may be needed to allow for finite resistivity. The heat load, W d , although not as high as that for SS, will be a challenge for RS operation (especially at Q E < ∼ 5). The desired H ( ∼ = 2.3) is higher than L mode experience but appears to fall within a range experimentally demonstrated with enhanced tokamak operating modes.
The RS designs in Fig. 11 are compact -at the minimum COE the major radius varies from 5.5 to 6.5 m, depending on the density profile; our study clarifies the economic potential offered by such RS equilibria. Recent experiments [29, 31] with RS plasmas in inductively driven tokamaks are transiently showing very encouraging results with regard to both confinement (H > 3.5) and stability (β N > 4.5). Of course, by their nature, inductively driven tokamaks have transient plasmas which evolve slowly towards an ohmic equilibrium (the current density profile determined by T e (ψ) through the neoclassical electrical conductivity). Not only does non-inductive current drive promise true steady state operation, but this technique also decouples the current density (safety factor) from the temperature/pressure profile [4] as is required to achieve long pulse RS equilibria. We emphasize that the RS mode does not need exceptional confinement: comparing the first stability and RS modes (Figs 8 and 11 ) it is apparent that even for H 2.0-2.3 the RS option is clearly more attractive. This conclusion agrees with Ref. [23] , which reports no economic benefit for H > 2.3 if a tokamak power plant operates with β N 5.2. A larger issue is whether the desirable pressure profiles can be achieved for advanced stable equilibria. On the one hand, it is heartening that our preliminary stability survey showed that some latitude is possible with respect to the detailed shape of p(ψ), although the target equilibria (Table I and Figs 5 and 6) for this study were among the best cases found (highest β N or β). Yet, if it is desired to modify the pressure profile to achieve the very best performance it will be necessary to develop active means of controlling p(ψ). Since the pressure is determined by the temperature and density profiles there are, in principle, various ways to control the pressure, i.e. by influencing the source distribution, sinks and transport coefficients of heat and particles. The temperature profile may be hardest to control, as the heat input is dominated by the fusion alpha heating (at large Q E ), but some control may be possible -alpha channelling might be employed to redistribute the radial profile of alpha heating; trace impurity seeding may modify T e (ψ) via line radiation/bremsstrahlung; or the heat transport coefficient might be locally manipulated, for example, by modification of q(ψ) via ECCD and/or (de)stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes. The density profile might also be plausibly modified -deep and shallow fuelling may be provided by compact torus injection, pellets or gas puffing; momentum input from RFCD may provide an analogue to the Ware pinch; edge fuel recycling will be dictated by diverter design details; and the ELM frequency, which influences the edge density, may be controllable in future tokamaks.
It is not the intention here to explore all the issues related to advanced tokamak operating modes. Rather, we have tried to identify which alternative promises to be the most appealing choice for a commercial power plant. The reverse shear MHD equilibrium emerges as the best choice by our metric and deserves continued emphasis in the tokamak physics community. Clearly, the stability and current drive theories which led to this conclusion need to be verified by long pulse (steady state), practical experimental demonstrations of RS operation on ITER or some other superconducting tokamak.
